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                  Welcome to Alpine Bed and Breakfast!
A West Texas Oasis Combining Comfort and Luxury
  
                      
              
		
                      
  
	

	
		
   	
	
    
        There are many reasons why Alpine Bed and Breakfast is the highest-rated place to stay in Alpine and the Big Bend of Texas, ranging from our amenities to our zeal for unique and flavorful breakfast dishes, but it really all comes down to our attention to detail.

Located just a 5-minute walk to downtown Alpine TX, our bed and breakfast lodging is located in one of Alpine’s notable residences, the Kincaid-Wade House. Set on an acre of land in Alpine’s Historic District, this 135+ year-old Victorian Queen Anne-style home has been lovingly maintained and updated. The home’s original rooms boast 7-foot windows, high ceilings, ornate fireplaces, original glass transoms, hardwood floors, beadboard paneling, a wrap-around porch, and rare interior spindlework. Care was taken during the transition to a B&B to keep the old-world feel while blending the house and rooms with updated conveniences, furnishings, and art.



        The kitchen has been fully modernized and is where we create mouthwatering, gourmet breakfasts each day, catering to the special needs and requests of our guests. And, of course, breakfast is included!

There is plenty of room to spread out and enjoy the large house and 1-acre property. Outside, guests have full access to the wrap-around porch, fire pit, tables & chairs, and hammock. Inside, take advantage of the large dining room for your take-out lunch or dinner from one of our local restaurants, or relax in the living room that offers a sofa, smart TV, and a table large enough to work a puzzle or play a game of cards.

Alpine is a hub for the Big Bend of Texas, just 20 to 30 minutes from Marathon, Marfa, and Fort Davis, 60 from Balmorhea, and 90 from Big Bend.

Come Stay With Us!
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										Accommodations and Amenities
										Comfortable Luxury
                                    	Whether you reserve one of our 4 rooms or the entire house, you’ll enjoy ample space, long-fiber percale sheets, fluffy bath towels, and modern amenities.

																				   Experience Our Rooms			                                    
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										What's for Breakfast?
										Homemade, Gourmet, Every Day
                                    	Guests enjoy a gourmet, made-from-scratch breakfast each morning that includes a variety of options for every taste. We also specialize in gluten-free, dairy-free, vegetarian, vegan, and other dietary requests.

																				   Enjoy Breakfast With Us			                                    
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						Elevate Your Stay

						Let us help you plan your visit or special occasion
					
					Packages	
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						Past and Present

						The Kincaid-Wade Home and Alpine Bed and Breakfast history
					
					The Property	
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						Walk With Us

						Allow Tom and Sharon to take you around the oasis they created.
					
					Virtual Tour	
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                	Let Alpine Bed and Breakfast be a travel oasis and destination for your loved ones!

Purchase Now                    

        		

            

				


                





     
    
        Greetings From Alpine Texas

                        				                        [image: vibrant magenta flower amid a cactus that ranges from light to dark green with spines]                            A Desert in Bloom: The Big Bend&...
                                    Prickly Pear Blossoms Spring awakens the Chihuahuan Desert in a vibrant crescendo, transforming Alpine and the... Read more

                        

                                        [image: Shrimp and crab in tomato broth, coctel de camarones]                            A Culinary Adventure: Exploring ...
                                    Maria's Food Truck The Big Bend of Texas, a sprawling haven of rugged mountains, vast canyons, and... Read more

                        

                                        [image: Wine glass with rose wine, wine bottle, bottle chiller, Chateau Wright]                            Head to Fort Davis TX for Art, H...
                                    One of our favorite places to visit when we want to get away from the "hustle and bustle" of Alpine is Fort Davis... Read more
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Call for Assistance
432.538.7032
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Text us at
4325387032
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